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What is MAKA HANNYA HARA MITTA SHIN GYO?
by Herman Aihara
About five hundred years after Buddha’s death, his teachings were compiled into thousands of volumes of books by his disciples. One of these
is Dai Han Nya Kyo (The Book of Supreme Judgment). This book, consisting of six hundred volumes, was too large for most people to read.
Therefore, it was revised and condensed into only two hundred and
sixty-two words. This condensation is the Han Nya Shin Gyo or Maka
Hannya Hara Mitta Shin Gyo, which is one of the most important sutras
of Buddhism and has been chanted often by all Buddhists.
MAKA means great, important or macro.
HAN NYA means Supreme Judgment.
HARA MITTA means to reach the other side of the river, to reveal.
SHIN GYO means Book of Truth, Book of Unchange.
This sutra then, is a teaching of what is Supreme Judgment, Infinity or
Oneness. I have never come across such a fine explanation of Supreme
Judgment and Oneness in so short and concise a form as the HAN NYA
SHIN GYO except in George Ohsawa’s The Order of the Universe.
The Order of the Universe, however, explains the law that governs the
ever-changing relative visible world but does not explain the invisible
world of Infinity as fully. For this reason I thought it worthwhile to
interpret the HAN NYA SHIN GYO sutra for Americans. In doing so,
I gathered several translations of this sutra including D. T. Suzuki’s.
To my astonishment, however, I found difficulty in comprehending the
meaning of these various translations. Therefore, I made my translation,
which I believe to be plain and understandable to anybody. It is my
greatest hope that this small booklet will help incease the understanding
of one of the most important concepts of the East and be of assistance
in chanting.

MAKA HANNYA HARA MITTA SHIN GYO

The great teaching that reveals Supreme Judgment by Buddha
One who reaches supreme judgment perceives that all matters and minds are
manifestations of Oneness/Infinity and thus overcomes all sufferings.
Ladies and gentlemen:
Matter is not different from Infinity, Oneness, God.
Infinity is not different from matter.
Matter is Infinity.
Infinity is Matter.
Sensations, emotions, desires, and intellect are Infinity.
Ladies and gentlemen:
All matters and minds are the manifestations of Oneness, Infinite world.
In Infinity, nothing is created or destroyed, nothing is dirty nor unclean,
nothing increases nor decreases.
In Infinity, there are no sense organs that are changing.
There are no sensations, emotions, desires, nor consciousness.
There are neither eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, nor mind.
There are neither color, voice, smell, taste, flesh, nor mental activity.
There are neither visible world nor conscious (invisible) world.
There are neither autonomic intuitive action nor end of intuitive action.
There are neither old age nor death.
There are neither eternal youth nor eternal life.
There are neither security nor disciplines.
There are neither knowledge to learn nor things to acquire because there is
everything here.
One who attains the Supreme Judgment has no bondage. Because of no bondage, one has no fear. Because of no fear, one can transmute all emotional, illusional thinking to eternal joy and happiness.
In past, present, and future, all wisest people understood, understand, or will
understand this Supreme Judgment—the dualistic constitution of Oneness,
Reality—and thus embrace, love, and enjoy everything (whatever comes to
them).
Therefore, this teaching of Supreme Judgment is the most miraculous mantra,
brightest mantra, highest mantra, greatest mantra.
This mantra can transmute all sufferings.
This is the teaching of truth.
Now, you have reached Supreme Judgment.
Here is Infinity, Oneness, and Nirvana.
You are Buddha, Eternal Oneness.
translated by Herman Aihara 2/7/1971
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